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Sola

Volume 26, Nos. 4-5

Editor's Note
With this, the AprJ-May issue of Que Ondee Sola, we complete a cycle. The cycle
that showcases the culture and art that has survived, that has Rorished in the face of
US occupation, and the culture and art that continue to pronounce, in both whispers and shouts, "iCoiio Diespierta Boricua! " In this special double issue, we bring
you three of the leading contemporary Puerto Rican artists - Elizam Escobar, Juan
Sanchez and Ramon Lopez. For this issue and the accompanying exhibition, these
artists have produced new work which are captured by the theme, "Images of Invasion: 1898-1998."
This exhibition wJl travel throughout the US and Puerto Rico after its debut on
April 4, 1998, at the Dr. Pedro Museum of Puerto Rican History and Culture. (See
ad below) and will end the year at the Betty Rymer Gallery of the Art Institute of
Chicago, October 23-December 9.
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Images of Invasion: 1898-1998

lmagenes de lnvasi6n/
Images of Invasion:

1898-1998
El 4 de marzo de 1998, un grupo de partidarios de la estadidad federada para Puerto Rico llevo a
cabo una manifestacion en Washington D. C. en apoyo al Proyecto Young que propane la realizacion
de un plebiscito sobre el status politico en la Isla. Como parte de su exhibicion ante los medias de
comunicacion, enarbolaron una nueva bandera de Estados Unidos. En medio del rectangulo azul
marina, hay una estreHa que representa a Puerto Rico. Desde ese centro, se extienden diez lineas de
cinco estrellas cada una hacia los bordes del rectangulo. El resultado es la bandera de 51 estreHas
que los estadistas quieren ver convertida en bandera oficial si se cumple su suefio anexionista.
El 4 de abrJ de 1998, el Museo de Historia y Cultura Puertorriquefia Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos de
Chicago abrira sus puertas para mostrar su nueva exhibicion: una muestra del trabajo reciente de los
artistas puertorriquefios Elizam Escobar, Ramon Lopez y Juan Sanchez. Esta muestra viajara luego
por varias ciudades de Estados Unidos, entre ellas Washington D. C., en apoyo a la campafia pro
excarcelacion de los presos politicos puertorriquefios.
Ambas actividades, cada una a su manera, son parte de la conmemoracion del centenario de lo que
los anexionistas Haman el cambio de soberanfa y lo que los independentistas Haman la invasion de
Estados Unidos contra Puerto Rico en 1898. El pueblo comun, un tanto despreocupado de las
sutJezas de las palabras pohticas, habla de la Hegada de los americanos.
En medio de tanto debate, hay un hecho irrefutable: el afio 1898 marca el inicio del imperialismo
norteamericano, cuyas primeras victimas fueron Cuba, Puerto Rico y FJipinas. Lo que tienen en
comun anexionistas e independentistas es su conviccion de que en 1998 Puerto Rico es una colonia.
Y en lo que concuerdan las docenas de manifestantes que exhibieron en Washington y los tres
artistas que exhiben en Chicago es que la lucha por el fin de la colonia conlleva la creacion de nuevas
banderas. Fuera de esto no hay mas acuerdo posible: los independentistas quieren ganar una' patria
y los anexionistas quieren perderla.
La exhibicion de arte que aquf presentamos no es un manifiesto politico sino un compromiso con la
libertad creadora. Incluye nuevas banderas pero no se reduce a eso: en realidad es una excelente
expresion visual de rabia, dolor, esperanza, humor, resistencia e imaginacion; las mismas emociones
que el pueblo puertorriquefio ha compartido durante los ultimas cien afios de vida intervenida por
militarismo, genocidio, asimilismo, contaminacion, violencia y consumismo. Estos tres artistas
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han resumido esta vida en imagenes que, a fin de cuentas, convierten la especificidad colonial
puertorriquena en la universalidad de la lucha por vivir mejor... y mejor quiere decir mas libres.
Hay mucho mas que banderas en las barras que Elizam Escobar envfa desde la carcel-necropolis: se
trata de una historia de Puerto Rico que incluye lo pasado y lo posible. Mucha mas que banderas son
las barras que manda Juan Sanchez desde Nueva York: se trata de una cronica de migracion y
reconstruccion de identidades. Mas que banderas son las barras tejidas enredadas en alambre de puas
que Ramon Lopez nos hace llegar desde Chicago: se trata de un cuento callejero donde hay dioses y
asesinos. Carceles, enfermedades y verjas. Centenario dolor de colonia. Pero tambien grito de la
vision nueva: las puertorriquenos pueden encontrarse a si mismos en el nuevo siglo y el arte puede
ser una de las luces que aclare el misterio de! camino.
Ramon Lopez
Coordinador

Ramon Lopez, OGUN CON MACHETES
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Three visions of a

CENTE
Michael Piazza
Juan Sanchez: Banners Around the Stage
The work that Juan Sanchez presents for this exhibition is evidence of his continued exploration of
collaged and painted surfaces. In this series, Sanchez joins two rectangular canvas panels in a T formation as an alternative to completely obliterating the traditional Western picture plane. Sanchez decided
to establish a consistent format in which to confront issues of Puerto Rican identity during the 100th
year since Spain left the island from his vantage point growing up in Brooklyn, New York.
Like Escobar, Sanchez focuses on the Puerto Rican Rag which in this series is always the top horizontal
panel. Sanchez, though, puts a different twist on the confines of the plane by taking the image of the
Puerto Rican Rag and turning it on end as in a banner display. But in fact the image which is turned
vertical is squashed to fit the confines of the horizontal rectangle. The stripes of the Rag appear squat or
truncated. The Rag should be longer but looks as though it is conforming to some absurd rule of
distortion.
The lower panel attached to the Puerto Rican Rag consists of an upside down image of a palm tree, an
image identified with Puerto Rico as well as the statehood movement. The image appears to be dangling
down from the Rag or it could be said that the palm tree grows out of the stripes - grows down below.
The act of turning upside down is often a sign of disrespect; or if the palm tree is read as a Rag, it could
be interpreted as a distress signal according to U.S. Rag protocol (again recalling Jasper John's Rags.)
So this is the background that Sanchez gives to us. It is an uncertain surface as Sanchez sees it that he
can respond to or act upon. Sanchez is always changing the color scheme which questions the national
attachment to prescribed symbolism. His choices are left to interpretation. The shade of blue on the
triangular field changes from work to work. The blues vary from traditional, to popular, and official Rag
tones revealing unspoken regulations regarding Puerto Rican Rags. Or in a more extreme example, the
colors of the Rag in Burger King, cementa, esclavitud are totally changed to black, green and red echoing
African roots. The star field is rendered as being torn in half.
The Puerto Rican Rag is graphically being dismantled, altered, or cut up. The palm tree design stays the
same but the colors change. At some point in the process Sanchez begins to mark the surface of the
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work with wild vivid colors or small objects. Lines and shapes reveal a personal iconography mixed with
ideograms from Santeria. These interventions are determined by what can best be described as the heart
of the work, namely, the small collaged image in the center of each work.
Ultimately, the joint banners act as a frame for the collaged images which are comprised of bits of ripped
photographs, newspaper articles, political pamphlets, buttons and painted marks. It is these images that
determine the meaning of the background. In De tantas rosas una especial, Sanchez actually paints a
heart diagram around the image of independentista Lolita Lebron. Little cloth roses create a pattern
across the Rag.
In ~Y quite duele ?, real U.S. currency is cut up and mounted on the canvas. It is arranged with other
ripped out images such as an old colonial wooden house that can be seen in Ponce, other photographic
bits of landscape and the body. The implied violence is circled in red with a red slash that at first appears
to cut across the collage image but is really painted between the layers of images. In La colonia es el
verdadero SIDA, the pattern of torn images is offset by a pattern of AIDS ribbons. A green light is
painted around the collage to highlight its importance - to remember - to not forget.
Through his staging, Sanchez addresses the Rag from all aspects that make up his being be it social,
spiritual, political, biological. Sanchez must borrow from his previous work to continue the internal
dialogue. In Vejiganta flag, he reuses his black and white photo of a young girl in a vejigante mask made
from coconut in Loiza, Puerto Rico. Traditional imagery stJl resonate creating another surface. Perhaps
it is a counter mask to the prevailing climate that ideologically masks important questions that need to
be asked. Santeria spirals, arrows, crosses overrun the image of the Rag turning it into an overall pattern
of the soulful rhythm of life. Sanchez's work is an act of love, a determination for liberation, an
ongoing search beyond what has been rendered meaningless.

E/izam Escobar: A Moment on the Sur/ace
Elizam Escobar leaves his heuristic method of painting for the moment to directly confront the 100th
year marking the turnover to another colonial occupation. Dates significant in Puerto Rican history
coupled with his own record of political incarceration have often been alluded to in Escobar' s earlier
paintings usually inscribed behind a corpse or corpses. Now, the centennial of the end of Spanish rule
has arrived and arrangements for rededication to independence have been made (the push for statehood
or continued commonwealth status notwithstanding.) Perhaps the body of work represents a temporary
shift in direction as the only way to address the current political climate - fill up or paint Jlusionistic
space - come to the surface disguised as a didactic sign or as a playful appropriation of icons from the
self proclaimed dominant culture.
Escobar creates variations of the Puerto Rican Rag and map, some with targets, some defined by the
edges of the rectangle all of which reference North American pop artist Jaspers Johns' early work using
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Elizam Escobar,

MAP/TARGET

Elizam Escobar
Naci6 en Ponce, Puerto Rico en 1948. Es pintor, ifustrador y te6rico de f
arte y fa pofrtica. Cumpfe una sentencia carcefaria de 68 afzos par su
participaci6n en fa fucha par fa independencia de Puerto Rico. Desde la
carce/, se ha convertido en un indiscutib/e maestro de la pintura
puertorriquefza . Es un activista cultural de afcance internaciona f y notable
inf/uencia.
Born in Ponce, Puerto Rico in 1948. Painter, illustrator and theoretician a/
art and politics. Presently serving a 68 year prison sentence /or his participation in the struggle /or the independence a/ Puerto Rico. From prison, he
has become an undisputed master a/ Puerto Rican painting. He is a world
reknown cultural activist with considerable influence.

I mag es
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Juan Sanchez,
VEJIGANTA FLAG (detail)

Juan Sanchez
Naci6 en Brooklyn, New York en 1954 . Es pintor y grabador. Ha recibido
importantes premios y reconocim ientos, entre las que se destaca la Beca
Guggenheim en 1988. Un o de las artistas puertorriqueiios de mayor
proyecci6n internacional, su obra se encuentra en las colecciones de
importantes museos e instituciones culturales. Se mantiene activo en
proyectos artfsticos comunitarios y educativos.
Born in Brooklyn, New York in 1954. Painter and sculptor. Juan has
received important awards and recognitions, among them standing out the
Guggenheim Fellowship in 1988. One of the internationally known Puerto
Rican artists, his work is found in the collections of important museums and
cultural institutions. He is active in community artistic and educational
projects.
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the U.S . Rag or map. Johns played on the idea of encaustic surface in which the images painted are
images that are in themselves Rat leaving objects to be rendered dimensionally thus logically concluding
a particular modernistic dialectic. But to look at Escobar' s versions of the Puerto Rican Rag, one must
consider the circumstances from where he paints in a U.S. federal prison or to put it another way from
under the surface of an imposed Rag. The juxtaposition of Johns' own definite motifs such as placing a
target over the Rag or over the map informs Escobar's understanding of Jasper John's contribution to the
canon of U.S./European modem art. It is this mocking and tragic reliance that is at once revealing and
political.
In Flag/Target, the Puerto Rican Rag is painted on a surrounding field of green. The oddly colored target
covers up part of the star and, unlike John's work, hauntingly suggests depth that zeros in on the hole in
the center. There is also room at the left for the painted image of a hibiscus, the national Rower.
Scrawled onto the surface of the painting are the words Viva Puerto Rico Libre.
It is understandable that Escobar chooses to use the Puerto Rican Rag to explore the Puerto Rican
psyche. The origin of the Rag grows out of the struggle against Spain but also defines Puerto Rico as a
colony of the U.S. The Rag has come to embody the diversity of national feelings of the people of Puerto
Rico. It is at once a symbol of immense pride - heroic, nostalgic and otherwise as well as an unspoken
burden. Through the Rag, Escobar can begin to raise questions beyond the image.
In The Splendid Little War, Escobar overlays a transparent image of a Puerto Rican Rag on top of tom
pages from a text in which the title of the work derives. The text contains printed images of U.S.
expansionism at the end of the 19th century. The images of the text depict U.S. president McKinley,
General Miles, battle scenes, black U.S. troops fighting in Cuba, and other atrocities in the name of
Manifest Destiny. The text becomes the ground that cannot be covered up or erased. The images appear
to bleed through the red stripes of the Rag. Betances' portrait is placed on the star which like the island
of Puerto Rico itself is surrounded by the soft oceanic blue.
With tragic irony, Escobar asks how would the U.S. Rag be designed anyway if Puerto Rico were to
become a state. In Flag/Trojan Horse, the U.S. Rag is the surface of work this time. The color of the red
stripes is dark like dried blood. The white stripes appear as crypts for corpses. There are now 51 stars
arranged in an awkward pattern to accommodate the latest acquisition. Certain stars are made out of
cheap aluminium foil and on second look reveal the number 51. The trojan horse becomes an ambivalent symbol for the craftiness of U.S. policy or the resourcefulness of Puerto Rican diaspora.
As with the Rag, the geographical shape of Puerto Rico also instills a myriad of feelings of national
identity. The shape is so recognizable as the island is surrounded by water which naturally defines its
boundaries. Maps as Rat representations stand in for the actual terrain fJled with the lives of many
people. But signs such as the map or Rag have been contextually recycled so much that one is no longer
sure what is implied by them.

•

Ramon Lopez,
.
ORULA Y EL MERCENARIO (detaii)
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The target is a point system diagram for practicing or measuring levels of focused skill. It is mostly used
as a game of predator competition. In Target/Map, Escobar alters the point system on a target to reRect
relevant numbers and dates. In the outer region the player can score 51. The target is placed over the
map of the island which is made of disposable corrugated cardboard to simulate a topography. Escobar
often has to devise his own method of work given the restrictions placed on his production and on the
avaJability of materials. This only twists the metaphor again. In Isla Cautiva, a discarded cloth (a Rag?)
in the shape of the island is painted over in dark brown and bound by leather (boot)straps. Here is the act
of imposition, as though everything is already wrapped-up bound and determined. Or in La bandera
originaria de Puerto Rico, the color has been drained from the ilag, black becomes the ground and the star
is replaced by a bound white death mask.
Set against the attempt to drain art of the metaphor, Escobar looks to poetic potential to get beyond the
expected responses to signs. Perhaps the direction can be found in Flag 51 # 1 where the colonized Rag
is on the colonizer Rag. The map and the target are also there. Black are the colonizer's stripes. A rip is
in the Rag. All of this aberration is a chance to dismantle the subconscious implications and attachments to symbols that no longer can accommodate a praxis for change. Through his exorcisms, Escobar
may figure out a way as in a surreptitious pierce through the ilag.

Ramon Lopez: The Act of Weaving and Unraveling
Ramon Lopez's assemblages are informed by his weaving process. For this we must look back to his
studio where wooden frame armatures of various dimensions line the wall. Here, tapestries are in various
stages towards completion. A grid network of string is attached tautly to some frames in preparation for
weaving. On other frames, one can discern the beginning delineation of an image or portions of the grid
being densely covered with polychromatic bunches of yarn. Lopez intuitively brings yarns of different
colors together creating dynamic hues through proximity. Everything points to the hypnotic, repetitive,
obsessive act of accumulation and filling in. Snippets and bundles of unwoven yarn around the studio
are evidence of ongoing activity and the creative potential. Weaving is at once spiritually visionary (utopian) by continually conjuring new configurations toward an imaginary whole. But it is always within the
dictates of the frame.
At some point the artist begins to question the process and structure from where the tapestries emerge.
How much of the form is defined or determined by the limits of the medium, patterning structure and
the rectangle of the armature? Even though, the armature is to be removed when the tapestry is done
and the grid is concealed beneath the weaving which makes up the image. Lopez begins to explore the
metaphoric potential underlying the weaving process. The form and meaning is bound to the frame like
the tension created by knotted yarn. The frame could be said to be that which establishes order, a
system ... as in government or that which is essential in strengthening any structure. The grid is often
cited as the essential human invention and is substantiated by discussions of weaving with its warp and
weft as the oldest art form or the preoccupation with the grid in Western modernist art. The grid also
reinforces its frame .

Images of Invasion: 1898-1998

In a sense, these assemblages, which reilect Lopez's vision of the centennial of the U.S. invasion
against Puerto Rico, resemble tapestries in production or a weaving gone awry. The armature is left
on - exposed as that which confines the work. The string grid is revealed and defines the picture
plane as a map (aerially), a cage or net (spatially). It appears that the tapestry process begins to mark
out territory on the picture field but is, for some reason, abandoned. It is as though there is a loss
of trust in or a suspicion of the very act of making art. Strategies of working within structures are
questioned as it is the practice that ultimately gives in to the structures. One is reminded of certain
predominant discourses that herald the endgame of modernism and in turn are illustrated by turning paintings to the wall in order to gaze at the wooden bars and the canvas back. But in his
assemblages, Lopez allows us to see through the grid to the bare wall only interrupted with objects
that are entangled or bound to the grid.
Everyday objects invade or replace the woven images. In Ogun, Aguila Blanca y Rambo, they are an
assortment of religious and political objects such as plastic toy soldiers or lizards, plastic rosaries
and religious cards. Specifically, there are laminated images of Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos (for example, in Retrato de mi pais #1), a luggage I.D. card tag in Jdentidad, and trinkets of national
identity in Antepasado viviente #3. U.S. stamps attesting to the colonization dangle around the
neck of a toy soldier in Ogun y el mercenario. Each object represents some aspect of Lopez's life from
his spiritual and community involvement, or political activity. One imagines that the placement of
the objects is an act of evocation or better stJl a ritual for making talismans to help turn the tide of
events. Here, the political imagination intermingles with spiritual beliefs.

As with Sanchez and Escobar, Lopez works insistently with the image of the Puerto Rican ilag. In
some of the assemblages, barbed wire replaces the grid made of string. Attempts at weaving the ilag
are frustrated as the yarn becomes snagged and entangled. Or, conversely it could be that the image
is in the process of unraveling. The knots needed to hold the image together are missing. In Retrato
de mi pais #2, the image of the Puerto Rican ilag is at once emerging and disappearing. It reilects
the popular craft of beaded ilags that many artisans make for sale to supplement their income in
Chicago. Indeterminacy or ambivalence is felt as to the potential and hope in the act of constructing/unraveling or the all pervasive net that entraps us all.
Another development in Lopez's process could be interpreted as frame overtaking that which confines - no longer a frame as boundary but as solid wooden surface. One would think it impossible
to continue to weave. But Lopez drills through the surface in a desire to create his own method to
complete an image. In Jnle y el ciudadano bi/ingue, yarn is woven through the wood to create patterns
of a personal spiritual iconography or to bind objects to the wood surface. At times, when necessary,
as in Si-No-Yes, the wood is burnt.
In reilecting life, every artistic endeavor is both liberating and constrictive. So whether it is through
weaving or unraveling, Ramon Lopez continues to bring his life and his world together.
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PUERTO RICO 98:
ONE HUNDRED YEARS
AND THREE ARTISTS
Marc Zimmerman, U.

o/ Illinois at Chicago

UCASA CHICAGO Publications Project #6
11ze Flag and this Exhibition
Andres has a Puerto Rican flag on his car's front bumper. Andres has a Puerto Rican flag on his outside
antenna. Andres has a Puerto Rican flag on his car's /ront plate. Andres has six little, beautiful Puerto Rican
flags on his car's wipers and one on each window. Andres has another Puerto Rican flag on his steering wheel
that helps him drive and another Puerto Rican flag on the dashboard.... Andres has a big Puerto Rican flag in
the living room. Andres has a Puerto Rican flag in his bedroom. Andres has a Puerto Rican flag in his dining
room ... Andres bought a beautiful t-shirt bearing the Puerto Rican flag in the Puerto Rican parade at Humboldt Park. Andres bought pretty t-shirts showing the Puerto Rican flag at the center with a greenish "coqui
playing the "cuatro, as well as a "pava and El Castillo Del Morro calling to him .1
11

11

II

This exhibition is a manifesto in relation to the ilag, but also in relation to ilagism- banderismo. The
story we have just cited, was written by a wistful observer of the Chicago Puerto Rican scene in a book of
vignettes at least some of which are worth another, better printing, another, closer read by more people.
For at least in some of these vignettes, and certainly this one, author Leonardo Rodriguez is able to trace
symptoms of a quasi-medical condition marked by extremes of self-deprecation and self-affirmation
which has affected the psyches of all-too-many as part of the legacy of Puerto Rico's troubled hundred
years (and surely, of its diasporic history), and which was characterized by Albfzu Campos but also others
before and after him, as symptoms of "Puerto Rico, patria in/ermiza
an ill country that Albfzu and
others proposed to cure.
11

-

The Puerto Rican ilag is at least overtly the center of the work developed by Elizam Escobar, Ramon
Lopez and Juan Sanchez presented in their joint exhibition commemorating but certainly not celebrating one hundred years of Puerto Rico's second colonization. The three artists are independendistas who
have all led a life of political as well as artistic struggle. For them, the variations of the Puerto Rican ilag
have their importance, as does the relation of that ilag to another one of fifty stars whose current symmetry and form they would like to maintain. But these are not fetishers of ilags. These are political artists
whose visions go far beyond any narrow nationalism or even the frustrated national aspirations of their
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colonized space of imagination and aspiration. From their barrio and prison worlds, these artists can see
what amounts to a fascination of Puerto Ricans with their ilag as a form of affirmation and resistance,
but they can also see this fascination as an obsession-an expression of colonialism and not affirmation,
an expression too not of resistance but of capitulation to commercialism and commodity consumptionand all this if only because the ilag and all the other icons are clearly and necessarily (and of course
dangerously) implicated in the seductive circuit of commodities which dominates our lives and the
overall world in which we live, and especially the lives of those who have been trained to accept commodity fetishism as one of the religious options available in a colonized object world.
The images of ilags, of Albizu, of toy Yankee soldiers, palm trees, coquis, carved wooden saints, rosaries
and whatever speak to the complications and contradictions, the impositions and fragmentations-indeed, many of the multiple dimensions and problems to be found in plotting Puerto Rican struggles at
the end of this century, one hundred years after....
Who are the Puerto Ricans, and what is their relation to the symbols of nation and community, to their
Latin and Anglo American, to their Caribbean, New York and Chicago, their Spanish and Afro-American, as well as Amer-Indian and specifically Tafno roots? And what are these relations to questions of
life and death, the orisha gods and the Christian overlays, to sound and color, to the island's wellknown
music and her less known visual arts? The seemingly simple, direct and overt political works in this
exhibit run a gamut extending from political affirmation, to questions of ilag, leader and commodity
fetishism, to questions of dependency and metaphysical as well as political freedom. In the work of each
of the three artists in this exhibit, the political messages read loud and clear; but in each case, the works
cry out for some kind of aesthetic understanding, some valorization that is not dependent on strictly
political but also artistic attraction. The delicate relation between art and politics, icon and artwork, will
be at the center of our discussion of the artists, their life trajectory and their work on Puerto Rican ilags
and related icons as part of the Puerto Rican commemoration of its hundred years of solitude.

Juan Sanchez and His Unflagging Work

o/

Juan Sanchez is one the most important Puerto Rican artists working today.... Although the ingredients
of [his} compositions seem familiar to us, [his work} seeks to make us believe in what still doesn 't exist. The
ordering o/ images, words and references that Sanchez proposes does not come out o/ journa/;stic writing or
ethnography. It 's not a political strategy, nor a Puerto Rican promise /ramed in a federal budget.... It is a door
toward the zone in which things are new and still lack names and birth dates, although one can note the traces
o/ past journeys. Nevertheless, in spite o/ all the novelty and uncertainty, we can see ourselves /acing this
mystery. This is what art's all about, it permits us to see what we are still not. Imaginary coherence.
Construction o/ another belie/ system. In this future that extends itself each day. 2
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In the view of Latin American/Latino arts critic Shifra Goldman, Juan Sanchez should be seen first as
a product not only of Jose Luis Gonzalez's four iloors of Puerto Rican history, 3 but a fifth iloor she
invents which was that of "the interactions between the cracked structure of the 19 th century style
capitalism imposed on the island after 1898 and the opportunistic populism which emerged out of but
then transformed that structure," involving as a culminating gesture, the implementation of "Operation
Bootstrap," which turned increasing Puerto Rican out migration into a virtual system of massive proportions. Goldman points out that the Puerto Ricans who had been arriving especially after 1917 congealed
as a population which had experienced levels of job and housing access comparable to urban U.S.-born
Afro-Americans. "Those, like Juan's famJy, who were black and dark-skinned, suffered racial as well as
economic discrimination" (Goldman 434). 4
Born in 1954 to Afro-Puerto Rican migrant-working class parents, Sanchez grew up in Brooklyn where
he continues to live and work today. His artistic and political convictions were largely iniluenced by the
social and economic conditions of the predominantely working class neighborhoods of his youth. His
contact with various Puerto Rican political and grassroots organizations greatly shaped his ideology as an
artist and cultural worker, starling with his politicization whJe a teenager in high school by the Young
Lords, a Spanish Harlem-based political and social group formed in the late 1960s by Puerto Rican
activists, which served as a Puerto Rican counterpart to the Black Panthers and Brown Berets, and
worked to improve conditions in the barrios.
By this time Juan had an already developed interest in the arts fostered by his father who was a wooden
altar maker. The altar format, whether single or multiple panel or utilized simply as painted "frames"
around an image, remains an important element in the artist's compositions. Now, learning his politics
through the Young Lords newspaper, Pa'lante (Right On), "he was already moving toward a political
conversion of his father 's religious-centered path" (Goldman: 435) Sanchez's involvement with the
Young Lords along with his active participation in various pro-independence organizations from 197885, played a major role in defining his political views. In 1974, Sanchez, with some education in graphic
design and photography, enrolled as an art student in Cooper Union, entering painting classes where he
absorbed some lessons of mainstream abstraction-including the use of shaped canvases that reinforced
his altar-iniluenced forms and strengthened his command of composition. Nevertheless, he insisted on
figurative and political imagery; he began to produce posters on canvas and began to incorporate texts
into his works-all of which led him on a collision course with most of his teachers (ibid.).
Even as he embarked on his formal studies, he met Jorge Soto, Gilberto Hernandez and Marco Dimas,
members of the Taller Boricua, a cultural center founded in Spanish Harlem, to foster community
access and participation in the visual arts, music, poetry, and dance. The Taller Boricua's culturally
rooted and socially conscious art had a significant impact on Sanchez and continues to iniluence his
work to this day (Nieves 6). Living in the ambiance of the Cuban Revolution and the emergent Black
and Latino movements, Sanchez, like other Latinos coming to maturity in the 1970s turned to Che
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Guevara and Malcolm X as iconic figures of resistance; he, like other Puerto Rican youth, turned to
Albizu Campos as the prime icon of Puerto Rican independence, using his image and texts as an essential part of his art (Goldman 435) .
Attending Rutgers University in New Jersey and completing his formal education 1980, Sanchez emerged
as a politicized artist committed to opening communication to and about his community "by employing
an artistic language and a variety of symbols and images familiar enough to them so that they would
enter his space (the poster, the painting, the print, the photograph) with anticipation, and emerge with
heightened understanding"(ibid.). Since then, armed with the technical skills and visual vocabulary of
contemporary art, fully attuned to his community's ongoing struggle for self-definition and historical
reconstruction, he began crafting his own personal style firmly based on a belief in the ability of art and
culture to "transform lives and serve as a powerful catalyst for individual and communal change" (Nieves

6)
In Sanchez's work, Goldman finds the infiuence of Mexican muralism as filtered in primarily through
their infiuence on Puerto Rican printmakers (especially Tufif10 and Homar) of the 1940s, intermingled
and dialectically emerging through a tug and tussle with New York mainstream artists like Rauschenberg,
whose minimalism emerges even in Sanchez's fascination with Nuyorican popular culture forms-the
botanica with its santerfa paraphenalia, the Spanish-language and religious calendars, the Puerto Rican
parades with fioats and fancy dress, the bomba and plena, the santos, home altars, inexpensive religious
cromoliths of folk Catholicism and finally the Island love for brilliant color, tropical fiowers and plants,
and ocean-refiected light. The seamier side of the New York barrio environment-its cracked, crumbling,
stained and graffitied walls larded with the remains of generations of commercial and political postersoffered a prototype for Sanchez's layered methods of painting, tearing, pasting, scratching and scribbling, and of graffiti-like texts appearing and disappearing into the various layers. Total surfaces are
activated in this manner; even prints may have as many as four layers. In this case, the medium itself
provides a message situating the human and symbolic imageries within their New York context. (435-

36)
Thus, for Goldman, Juan Sanchez's fifth fioor has "glass windows that let him look out at Puerto Rico's
past and present." She says, finally:
"It is the back-and-farthing, the free association of disparate historical and formal elements, the interweaving of personal and political attributes, the switching from Spanish to English texts, the references
to widely known powerful personalities and unknown humble persons, which constitute the dialectical
interactions occurring in the whole corpus of Juan Sanchez's work. His symbolic and formal usages are
positioned to make most effective a complex and didactic view of Puerto Rican history, culture, sensibility and politics. With time, his vision is broadening. He is attempting in his art and in his activism, to
synthesize the existing bifurcated view that separates Island from mainland realities .... Beyond that, he
reaches out to the entire Third World, the macrovision derived from his New York microcosm. [437-38]
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Speaking about his art for his recent RICAN/STRUCT traveling exhibition, Sanchez notes:
"We as people must deconstruct the colonized history that is oppressing us and reconstruct the false 'I
reality ' to give testimony to our real history and truths. We must recreate ourselves and give light to our
virtues and strength in order to really appreciate who we are and be proud of it. We must RICAN/
STRUCT our path toward self determination and freedom ... My commitment is to express significant
concerns and contents through the investigation of aesthetic and formal practice. To search for racial,
cultural, social, and political definitions rooted in and erupting from a hostile environment is a necessity
in my creative process. To dig deep into the history of the colonized and the colonizers and to take back
what is rightfully ours. The multi-layering of this process also expresses the complexity of the Puerto
Rican people. To be responsible and responsive to a culture challenged by genocide is to make art that
serves progress and not reactionary forces; to be with the oppressed and not with the oppressors; to deal
not only with protest but also with recuperation and regenerative healing, to take sides with victory in
affirming life and not embracing death." [cited in Nieves 7 and 10]
Characterizing his artwork in itself, Nieves makes much of the iconography manifest in virtually every
Sanchez piece:
"Sanchez's works suggest virtual palimpsests ... The use of color, altar-shaped canvases or wooden panels,
layered surfaces comprised of painted images, assemblage elements, collage, fabric , photography, laser
prints, and text, as well as the physical process of cutting and tearing, while simultaneously reconstructing what has been previously broken or torn-are just some of the many formal and compositional devices
employed by the artist... Graffiti-like texts inscribed on these worn surfaces along with a vast array of
images, some partially faded or torn, evoke the effect of crowded public walls that have been covered over
with posters and advertisements. Sanchez's visual repertoire spans a broad range of artistic and cultural
sources including ... Taino symbols, Afro-Caribbean religious practices, Catholicism, Puerto Rican popular
culture and folk art traditions, and American and European painting, all of which refiect the complexities of Puerto Rican culture and its colonial history. Crosses, vejigantes ... masks, fiags, petroglyphs,
poems, old family photographs, and portraits of Puerto Rican cultural and political icons are just some
of the many ruptured fragments that Sanchez carefully weaves together in his mixed media works in an
effort to reconstruct individual and collective histories ... The formal process of pealing, scratching, and
tearing the multi-layered surfaces of his paintings, collages and prints to expose these hidden stories,
suggests a political strategy intended to get beneath the surface of what has been previously concealed or
repressed, to challenge previously held "truths" and thus construct meaning anew from the vantage point
of resistance ... and cultural affirmation. [Nieves 6-7]

As Nieves notes,

Sanchez's entire artistic career has involved "a ... commitment to elaborating a complex aesthetic and visual language geared not only towards political protest, but focused on recuperating
the many individual and communal narratives previously silenced or erased by the devastating effects of
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colonialism." The artist's work "speaks... from a space of resistance and creativity, challenging the colonizers' authority and reconstructing the Puerto Rican community's history.... from a position of strength,
renewal, liberation, and hope." So it is, Nieves concludes, that irrespective of one's overt politics
"Sanchez's emotionally charged works inspire and challenge us to get beneath the surface of our beliefsto confront our feelings .. . in order to take responsibJity for defining our future as individuals as well as
within a broader communal context. Perhaps therein lies the truly transformative potential of his work.
Sanchez's quest to uncover and reclaim individual and collective narratives previously hidden or devalued
as a strategy against cultural marginalization is evident in ... several of [his] recent works [which] address
the urban condition, [and] ... those social problems which plague the Latino community and threaten its
very survival. " [ibid: 7-8]
Without a doubt the qualities and goals governing Sanchez's earlier work emerge in the opus on display
in this exhibit. Here, focusing on Puerto Rico's second colonization, Sanchez centers his work specifically on the ilag and ilag imagery, in conjunction with other icons. The result is a rearticulation of earlier
techniques, earlier themes, but now with the assurance of one who knows his moves and themes thoroughly and wishes to give them some kind of synthetic expression as Puerto Rico reaches its anmversary
in the shadow of another's banner.

Ramon Lopez: An Unmixed Message in Mixed Media
One hundred years after the invasion by the United States against Puerto Rico, Ramon Lopez presents
a selection of his mixed media works which serve as an expression of his stubborn cultural affirmation
and resistance. Here in his new work, Puerto Rico's one hundred years of receivership shout out with
great insistence and urgency; and yet also, in this work, he reaches a new level of vision and expressiveness.
Artisan and artist, anthropologist and essayist in Claridad and Dialogo, Lopez "lived his first years en
LuquJlo next to sugar cane fields and very close to the Yunque rain forest. Later he lived in a Barranquitas
neighborhood." 5 He studied anthropology at the University of Puerto Rico and went to New York to take
graduate classes in cultural anthropology. On his return to the island, he lived for various years in VJla
Margarita near Trujillo Alto, teaching anthropology in the University of Puerto Rico and Inter-American University. For several years, he worked with the popular Santurce-based musical group, Los pleneros
de la 23 Abaja as an artisan and organizer of popular education projects. For several subsequent years, he
has lived in Chicago's Puerto Rican community doing cultural work especially as a weaver of works rich
in design as well as color, in cultural and religious, as well as political implications.
Lover of the expressionist forms and colors of Vincent Van Gogh, of the writings of anthropologists like
Eric Wolf, Claude Levi-Strauss y Fernando Ortiz, but also Alejo Carpentier' s real maravilloso and the
magical realism of Garcia Marquez, Lopez not only studied art, but also history, literature and art theory,
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Ramon Lopez
Naci6 en Luquillo, Puerto Rico en 1953. Es tejedor, escritor y antrop6logo.
Bxhibe su trabajo por igual en ji·estas callejeras e importantes museos. Sus
publicaciones incluyen etnogra/ra, periodismo, poesfa e investigaci6n hist6rica. Ha
logrado la unidad de su producci6n artfstica con su labor coma activista
comunitario y educador.
Born in Luquillo, Puerto Rico in 1953. Weaver, writer and anthropologist. He
"--'""""....;;;:;;;;.....;..,__ _, exhibits his work both in street /airs and important museums. His publications
include ethnography, journalism, poetry and historical investigation . He has
achieved the unity o/ his artistic production with his labor as community activist
and educator.
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especially through his readings of his favorite thinker, John Berger. Early .in his career, he investigated
pre-Colombian textile techniques, as well as the contemporary work of Mexico's Huichol Indians and
other tribes, trying to express his relation to powers alive in and yet beyond the history and everyday life
of his country-colony. Perhaps more important in his artistic development was when he read Berger on
Van Gogh and the painter's orientation to art as a form of work that approaches and transforms a world
of objects. 6 At some point along the road, Lopez decided to dedicate himself to weaving tapestries, a
"pedestrian" artisanal art, with clear limits and advantages, with qualities that also retain an artisanal
dimension, always tied to everyday materials.
Would it be an exaggeration to suggest that today an educated Puerto Rican who weaves is one who
consciously or not, links himself to deeply rooted (and often domestic) traditions and that he simultaneously struggles against the one-dimensionality and artificiality which invades the island. To handweave materials is almost like mounting a campaign not only against the fabrics of mass production and
indeed every manufactured Rag; it is to struggle against Ragism, as much as against whatever superficial
and reductive fetishism of nationalism, and also against against the ecological abuse suffered throughout
the world, but nowhere more intensely than in sites of colonization and economic deprivation. Of
course, it is just another of Lopez's many contradictions that he prefers acrylic, "which is nothing else
except petroleum converted into textile fiber.11 7 But using a synthetic product, he shows how he can put
the achievements of modernity at the service of a struggle not for a community of nostalgia, but rather
for one that can combine vital traditions with the best that the globalized world can provide.
Lopez is a gentleman with political ideas in a line that is not hegemonic at least in the political surface
and even psychology of his country. But what his recent work shows is that his surface politics is only one
aspect of a more ample vision which is metaphysical and spiritual, poetic and of course, in the end,
artistic-from which one can deduce anger and love, personal and public morality. And it turns out that
the work of Ramon Lopez registers as art and as unconscious and subterranean expression in many
people, no matter if they're Puerto Ricans or Chinese, supporters of independence or statehood. And the
fact is that Lopez, in his weavings and in all he does as essayist as much as visual artist and religious
practicioner, communicates from a multi-dimensional perspective that corresponds to certain fundamental characteristics of the popular imagination of his people-and other people as well. All this emerges
clearly in this exhibition of Lopez's political mixed media works, because he smuggles into them bits and
pieces of his tapestries and the totalizing vision that emerges in his work as a master-weaver. But while
the present show features the mixed media alone, and these are worth their own autonomous exhibition
and explication, it is nevertheless important to underline the relation of these pieces to the full tapestry
work if only because they place the more fragmentary media pieces in context. As Hector Monclova puts
it, Lopez has become an artist-shaman,8 one who not only presents but also conjures, evokes and realizes
a magical world of plenitude to a public which becomes (at least for a time) a collective chorus and quasicongregation. The unconscious desire to achieve or experience this plentitude is the attraction of much
of Lopez's recent work, especially in a postmodern time when, for many, national projects as well as
visions of totality and utopia have been lost. In this sense, Lopez's tapestry pieces have not only pre-
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sented but also evoked the popular and unconscious aspiration for fullness and coherence through symbolic patterns, including, most recently, one embodying or referring to a symbolic grid based on santerfa.
Increasingly Lopez's tapestry world has veered away from its earlier mimetic function to ritual; it is the
world of Van Gogh made Caribbean-Puerto Rican and also African tapestry. Because it is a key characteristic of Lopez's art that the national, the historical and the everyday of Puerto Rican life in the island
and the diaspora is a frustrated and distorted expression of a more universal vision which includes
African identity so often repressed or stereotyped in dominant ideological forms.
In the last analysis Lopez's art escapes colonial categories and seeks relations between the imagination
and the forces of nature beyond the history which men and women construct, although of course, for
good or JI, as a German-Jewish phJosopher now supposedly out of fashion said, under well-determined
and determining conditions.
If in earlier tapestries, Lopez emphasized political and daily life, now they seem more focused on metaphysical matters; and it is the mixed media pieces which are charged with the responsibility of mimetic,
historical and political expression. It is in the context of the tapestries and the partial, fragmented
tapestry elements which appear in the mixed media pieces that pieces themselves represent the confrontation of Puerto Rican icons with everyday life: the problems and disturbances that we find on all levels
and in all directions: the multiple blockages, limitations, knots and distortions affecting Puerto Rican
life-the political struggles over statehood/no-statehood, the privatization of the telephone company
and, above all in the pieces presented, the question of foreign and imperial power.
Symptomatic of all Lopez's concern with Puerto Rican icons is his use of the Rag in these pieces and
elsewhere. Like the Three Kings, like the landscapes of his island, the Rag in itself and in relation to
other icons figures considerably in Lopez's work. The messages, the play of Rag images in relation to
Albfzu, Ochun or whatever point to the complications in making a map of Puerto Rican struggles at
century's end, one hundred years later... 9
The fact is however, that for this exhibition what is most important are the military figures in their
juxtaposition or confrontation with the Puerto Rican icons. Lopez gives us a vision of the nation invaded
by plastic soldiers which are not only toys, nor are they all "yanquis," but rather they seem all-too-real
and can include among them (as in each mJitary force made-in-USA) many sons and daughters of
Borinquen. Here, the soldiers are not products of capitalist machinery in its most terrible form: they are
cheap dolls for chJdren-to feed their taste for violence-as if the violence provided by Puerto Rico's 100
years were not sufficient. These military figures are seen firing on San Francisco de Asfs, the figure of
the Virgin, the figure of Albfzu, a rosary, a lizard, a great number of objects that are also disguised
African gods reaffirming their power even under a constant attack.
Of course, there are other ways to explain what the artist represents-for example, as a portrayal and
rejection of the inert, artificial forms of soldiers unable to affect the cultural forms they have unsuccess-
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fully opposed and tried to kill. But however one might wish to interpret them, it is clear that in the midst
of the soldiers and the other symbols of the mixed media pieces, the elements of weaving project us to
Lopez's tapestries, and to all the other levels and dimensions of his overall work, representing the
African roots of Puerto Rico and representing also, as Monclova suggests throughout his essay on
Lopez, "the threads of Puerto Rican survival."
Ramon Lopez shows his work in restaurants, in the streets, wherever. Sometimes he does his work
before a public, as a pedagogical or (Levi-Strauss style) shamanistic act. He is a street artist in the best
sense, using his art as a transforming object in the face of destructive forces, using his art to evoke the
cosmic plenitude that he sees through his religious and artistic visions. How to use the techniques of
weaving to explore the world, and especially the Puerto Rican world; how to express the universal, the
national and the person in a productive art which communicates and also shines for its aesthetic quality:
these are the challenges in Ramon Lopez's overall project, as well as in this exhibition.

Elizam Escobar and His Liberating Prison Transf;xions 10
In an essay he wrote several years ago, u Elizam Escobar notes how his particular situation has made him
a rather atypical representative of those third world or minority artists within the visual art world who
are excluded for having a supposedly "dependent" relation to hegemonic forces-artists who, as Cuban
performance artist Coco Fusco puts it, "reject the implicit paternalism of the assumption that their
borrowing [from the cultural dominant] is necessarily a symptom of dependency while simJar gestures
in the first world [supposedly] enrich the vocabulary of High Art." 12 With respect to this question,
Escobar warns "not to reduce the new and authentic" to a colonial reactive mode vis-a-vis "Western Art"
or to the "modernism of the mainstream," for this reduction only "perpetuates the resentment perspective of the colonialized" (1988: 27). & he writes in a more recent essay,
"We live in a new historical moment within the frame of capitalist domination where ideological and
class struggle are going through a series of convulsions .... In ... artistic creation, that which contains ...
new and necessary truths forges itself in the heat of contradictions; it ... pierces through the merely
epochal and ideological, actively resisting the seductive attraction of that culture of simulacrum that
functions, as never before, as screen where the imaginary fulfJlment of unsatisfied necessities and the
explosion of contradictions under controlled conditions are allowed to take place. If "postmodernism"
could be conceived ... as the ambiguous "revolt" and reification-of-confusion of [a] new economiccultural international order, every artist that refuses the reduction of art to an instrumentality, as well as
to a mere surface design or ornamental trivialization, must, by necessity, simultaneously distinguish and
connect art praxis and social-political role. 13"
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Elaborating on his situation, he adds:
"My own experience of adversity leads me to propose an anti-theoreticist theory which purports to be a
combat weapon derived from the praxis of art. My proposal opposes theory-about-art with theory-p-ornart. My intention is far away from repeating the doctrines or theoretical works of many artists within
modernism ... which ended up dogmatizing art praxis under one style, a movement or aesthetic school.
Neither style, movement, school, nor "regional language," but the praxis of art is at the center of my
work. [ibid. 197]"
What has been Escobar' s experience of adversity that has made him a crucial Puerto Rican artist and art
theorist? Above all, it is his experience as a Puerto Rican painter and writer imprisoned in the United
States since 1980 for his participation in the struggle for the independence of Puerto Rico. l-l Born in
Ponce, Puerto Rico in 1948, he abandoned his university studies at the University of Puerto Rico and
worked brieRy as an elementary school art teacher. Emigrating to New York, he worl<ed as a garbage
sweeper and sign painter in a Brooklyn-based community program, while he took classes at City College
that completed his credits for a UPR Fine Arts B.A. From the late sixties on, his New York jobs
included working as an art, history and Spanish teacher at the School of Art of E] Museo de! Barrio and
the Art Students League, as well as in the public schools. He also worked as an artist in the CETAfunded Hispanic Arts Association; and he was illustrator and cartoonist for several radical journals,
including El Socia/;sta, El Correo de la Quincena, Desafio, PL Magazine and Libertad. He participated in
numerous painting exhibits in the New York area as well as in Puerto Rico, at the Instituto de Cultural
Puertorriqueiia and his alma mater. Meanwhile, he involved himself in political work centered on Puerto
Rican independence politics.
In 1980, he was arrested and tried for seditious conspiracy in connection with his work for Puerto Rican
liberation, allegedly as a member of the Armed Forces for National Liberation. Convicted, he has been
serving a 68-year sentence in state and federal prisons. But during this same period, he has produced a
considerable body of work which has appeared in any number of galleries and museums; and he has also
published poetry in several journals and anthologies, as well as in a collection of his own, Sonia Semenovna.
Furthermore, he has written and published a wide range of criticical and theoretical essays on art and
society-involving himself in contemporary debates on postmodern culture and its implications for Latin
America and Puerto Rico. 15
As a prison visual artist and national resistance representative, Escobar has produced a remarkable range
of large paintings and varied mixed media pieces using the avenues available to him (e.g. prison photos
to be sent to loved ones) within the restrictions of the penal institution. His artist's life has been one of
subverting the rules to create turbulent self images in relation to a variety of groupings and settings that
he generates or concocts-images which explore domination through a poetic erasure of authority.
Writing of his art work, Lucy R. Lippard notes how, "in his most impressive paintings, Escobar parallels
the coexistence of individual and society by revealing the substance of an image ... in the process of
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forming or deforming. " AB his works trace processes of disintegration, they increasingly resemble the
deconstructions of images in "in the early mythological paintings of the Abstract Expressionists." 16 And
yet his images never go down the Jackson Pollack path, but remain poised in a state of becoming or disbecoming, perhaps a state reilective of how Escobar sees his imprisoned life, or how he sees the contemporary world itself.
Of course there are varied and often problematic modes of interpreting Escobar' s artwork in relation to
Puerto Rico's insertion in postmodern consumption patterns and discourse which has simultaneously
fascinated and troubled him. Thus, according to Carlos Gil, co-founder of Puerto Rico's first postmodern
journal, Postdata:: "What sums up [Escobar' s work] is ... transfixion, a dual act that can signify the
overcoming, or the impossibility, of fixation, in time. The central problem of the work ... is the problem
of time. 17"
For GJ and other Puerto Rican postmoderns, contemporary culture means the end of the island's
macro-narratives of independence and nation-building seen as a utopia in the name of which one resisted U.S. powers of hegemonic cooptation. So, his view of Escobar's problem:
"Escobar has been deprived of his liberty.... But there is a suffering even greater than this a dimensionless suffering because it lacks the profundity which consolation provides; a unidimensional suffering, a
ilat suffering: that of the loss of utopia .... But why has this incredible thing happened to Elizam Escobar, to him, alleged member of the FALN, standard bearer of a prefiguration of a better world, a future
of transparency.... Because the utopia of Elizam Escobar, the utopia of our generation, lost its time and
the clock kept ticking .. .. And it was not a question of time as an empty sequence ... but the time of the
martyr, the time of prefiguration. [ibid.]"
To be sure, GJ's view falsifies how Escobar constitutes his own situation and attitude. Escobar refuses to
be limited or imprisoned within a discourse which credits a particular enunciation of his only to the
degree it can be construed as being in conformity with postmodern practices. For him, sitting, pacing,
reading and creating in his prison ambiance, the emergence of postmodernist perspectives and their
particular Puerto Rican turn has represented a fascinating adventure and challenge, raising questions
which he has felt he has had to answer in his visual artwork and writing. Dealing with postmodernity in
art and in theory has become this prisoner's mode of being in the world, his mode of freedom as artist
and intellectual, mJitant and human being. Thus he has been able to enter the discussion and sustain
positions. So, if the logic of standard Puerto Rican postmodernity like Gil's leads to a renunciation of
nationalist and independentista positions and the assumption of a posture designated as "radical statehood," Escobar has positioned himself to be able to critique this stance and answer with his own (cf. his
three-part essay on this matter in Claridad, summer 1997). Beyond theoretical answers, however, he has
remained an activist resisting in 1998 as he resisted before, even as prison authorities threaten to cut off
his communication, his ilow of images and words.
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It is the particular life and struggles of Elizam confronting the current, relativistic/pluralistic, politically
tepid ambiance of postmodern hegemony which distinguishes his concerns from other, more academically oriented students of Latin American cultural studies-and makes his effort to constitute a leftactivist appropriation of postmodern themes all the more striking and compelling.
Even as he has kept up with postmodernist thought in First World, Latin American and specifically
Puerto Rican contexts, Escobar is especially wary of postmodernism as the latest guise and continuation
of cultural domination with all its ramifications for artistic practice. He opposes contemporary trends
which trivialize the force of art as "continuation" and reduce it to mere "imitation" of life. In the
postmodern context, class confiict and praxis get lost among the multiple logics and ideologies of hegemonic transnational formations. AB theorists attempt to develop adequate structures in which to describe certain situations, artists feel the shackles extending from those situations and must then struggle
for some means of liberating action in a world which has seemingly lost traditional or previously constructed parameters.
In constructing his oppositional stance, Escobar seeks to maintain and promote the "subversive permanent force of the political of the imagination"-fending against directly ideological and political art on
the one hand and empty formalistic and market art on the other hand. Against all this, he proposes an
anti-theoreticist theory which, most infiuenced by another imprisoned Marxist philosopher, Antonio
Negri, is able to link with an "art praxis" aimed at breaking through late capitalist structurations. 18
And what then becomes the nature of Escobar' s praxis? In this respect, he notes that today he sees only
three paths for radical art practice and aesthetics:

l.

resist critically by continuing the "political art" tradition within the existant or
experimentational practices.
2. intervene critically by using the same "postmodern" devices (tactical/strategic
homeopathicism) in order to "undo" "postmodernism" itself.
3. pierce through these two, understanding that ... it is not only possible to overcome
the-theoretical-about-art, but [that] to ... transfix-heuristically-the debate itself ...
means to allow the "modernism"/"post-modernism" debate to annul and annihilate
itself and for us to continue our ... search. [Ibid: 212]

In an essay on Esobar' s work, Ivan Silen particularizes Escobar' s "piercing" or "transfixing" operations
in ways that are particularily germane to the artist's "meditation" on or play with the Puerto Rican fiag
for this "98" exhibit, when he argues that the artistic confrontation and "triumph over the colony and
neo-colony" constitute ... our artistic (= human) liberation. 19" Since this victory is achieved by using
hegemonic, postmodern art techniques against the very system those techniques would seem to represent, it is no wonder that in his work for PR98, Escobar evokes the work of artist Jaspar Johns to make
satirical commentary on the obsession and fetishism with a negated fiag. It is also no wonder that the
fiag images Escobar provides seem to play with every ambiguity and every confusion that would problematize
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the apparent simplicity of his ilag painting project.
Commenting on Escobar's technique, Bertha Husband notes:
The constant creation variations [Escobar's} images may be seen as an act o//reeing himseif /ram
a double incarceration-not only is he imprisoned by the U.S. government, but he is in exile /ram his own
imprisoned country.... For Escobar, the process is as important as the pnished product; the journey and
its discoveries are equal to the arrival at the destination . Everything in his painting process is conpned to
manipulating acry/;c paint with brush or knife on canvas. In this, we are in the presence "real"
painting, painting in which the decisions are made as the work is carried on within the violence a/ the
process. 20

a/

a/

a/

It is in this framework that the public should approach these new works from the prison notebooks
of one of Puerto Rico's most liberated and liberational artists.

FINAL THOUGHTS
In her essay, cited above, Husband argues that

To be a Puerto Rican artist is to inherit the exclusion /ram the official history a/ art a/ all colonized people.
Their work becomes stigmatized as 'ja/kloric," "primitive," or special in some way, rather than the embodiment another aspect a/ the human spectrum. But to be excluded /ram the mainstream can also be
viewed as /reedom /ram the constraints a/ a ruling ideology in decline. And to be excluded /ram "official
history" is, a/ter all, not the same as being excluded /ram /;ving history, the arena chosen /or our struggle
to reach a higher level a/ social development and human discourse. [ibid.: 23}

a/

What, beyond this general perspective, and after all is said and done, after all the play of ilags and
icons, do the three artists exhibited here have in common? Writing about his relation to Juan
Sanchez some years ago, Ramon Lopez takes up the theme of the Puerto Rican diaspora Shifra
Goldman articulates above and in his own way, extends the diaspora perspective in ways that clearly
link his own work to Sanchez, but also, rather directly, to Elizam Escobar as well:
We are the voices of a migrant people. In every household we rent, we live the
uprooting and pain of migration: distance, absence, sacrifice and perseverence ....
We have lost much in order to win our survival and when we open our hands we
see a map of wounds. But look how we love to dance and eat. Look how we write
Puerto Rico instead of America .... Look how we struggle with the pronunciation
of Albizu Campos' s name until we pronounce it well. Look at the light in our
eyes when we discover that we really had a history before we were colonized. Look
what happens to us when we learn to see .... To hold history in your hands, you
have to believe in a world that is still for the making. And if you' re an artist, you
have to unite the pieces of life that you find along life's road and place them in
such a way that you become a mirror [able to] see yourself in the other, and that
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this beautiful lie which we call imagination and this painful human pleasure we
call creation permit us to see the truth when it still doesn't exist because we still
have so much to understand. The artists who articulate the new belief world of a
people are chroniclers of the future. Through their lying wJl to truth, a mother
is a Rag and a rag doll, and both are words in an almanac of victories. A photo
placed before a mirror is the vision of a new face. 21
Lopez notes how Sanchez uses the necklaces of Ochun, Tafno petroglyphs, a Christian heart of
Jesus and a machete embossed with laser ray sparks. Sanchez, Ramon Lopez himself, and of course
Elizam Escobar show us how to create their world of past and future-how to use Puerto Rican
icons, and yes, the Puerto Rican Rags, to pierce through Puerto Rico's commodity-dominated,
plastic world, to get beyond the Rag and Rag fetishism, to explore the deeper roots and deeper issues
of Puerto Rican being and becoming, during one hundred years of Puerto Rican colonial solitude
and the years of Puerto Rican history that will not be arrested by any vote in any one's congress and
will continue on into the new milenium.
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